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High-resolution doubly differential cross-section measurements and calculations for quasifree electrons elas-
tically scattered through 180° from ground-state He- and H-like boron ions are presented. The measurements,
covering the entire(for B3+) and(for B4+) Rydberg series populated by resonant excitation, were performed by
zero-degree Auger projectile electron spectroscopy of 3.91 MeV B4+ and 3.08–7.48 MeV B3+ ions in colli-
sions with H2 targets. The projectile energy dependence study is used to further investigate other background
contributions such as direct electron capture, direct excitation, and nonresonant transfer excitation.R-matrix
calculations, particularly sensitive at this large scattering angle to electron correlation, exchange, and interfer-
ence effects, are found to be in excellent overall agreement within the electron scattering model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-ion differential scattering measurements probe
the delicate interplay between the electron, the short-range
scattering potential due to the electronic structure of the ion,
and the long-range Coulomb potential due to the ion’s charge
[1]. Small-anglesu&80°d electron scattering[2,3] corre-
sponds to distant collisions. Therefore, it is dominated by the
ionic Coulomb potential and it exhibits Rutherford scattering
behavior, which is well understood[1]. Large-angle su
*80°d scattering[4] corresponds to a deeper probing of the
atomic structure near the distance of closest approach. It is
therefore much more sensitive to correlation, exchange
[1–4], bound-state resonances, and interference effects
[1,5,6], especially at the largest scattering angles aroundu
=180° [3,5]. These effects are particularly enhanced in
electron-ion collisions since there are many more bound
channels available compared to those in electron-atomscat-
tering [1].

Electron scattering from highly charged ions(HCI) with
just a few electrons, such as H-like and He-like ions, offers
some of the simplest testing grounds of atomic structure and
collision theory. The formation of bound, doubly excited
two- and three-electron states is populated by resonant exci-
tation (RE), an inverse Auger process in which the ionic
electron undergoes aDn excitation in the principal quantum
number n while the impinging electron is simultaneously
captured. These resonances can then relax either by photon
or electron emission, in which case the process is known as
dielectronic recombination(DR) or resonant elastic scatter-
ing (RES), respectively.Total cross sections have been deter-

mined for DR [Dn=0 from metastable O6+s1s2s 3,1Sd [7],
Dn=1 from O7+s1sd [8], and ground-state C4+s1s2d [9]], as
well as from other HCI[10], primarily in ion storage rings
with very high precision, by extracting the final charge-
changed ions. Even though excellent overall agreement with
theory has mostly been found, some information is lost since
total cross sections do not include interference effects be-
tween cross terms(see Sec. IV B below), which can only be
fully investigated bydifferentialelectron-ion scattering mea-
surements.

II. DIFFERENTIAL ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM HCI

Differential electron-ion scattering measurements are still
very scarce. The extremely low luminosity inherent in these
types of crossed or merged beam experiments limits the de-
tection count rates, requiring special low signal-to-noise
techniques and ultrahigh-vacuum(UHV) conditions of better
than ,10−10 Torr. Some of the first pioneering experiments
were performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the be-
ginning of the 1980s using electron-energy-loss spectroscopy
with a merged-beam apparatus to study differential impact
excitation of Mg+, Zn+, and Cd+ ions in the small-angle scat-
tering rangeu=4° –16°[11–13]. More recently, Huberet al.
[14], using a double-stage cylindrical energy spectrometer,
reported on the measurement of 3s→3p excitation differen-
tial cross sections in the angular range between 13° and 29°
for 100 eV electron impact on Ar7+ ions. These studies were
extended to also include elastic scattering of heavy multi-
charged ions(Xe6+, Xe8+, and Ba2+) by electrons of collision
energy below 50 eV in the angular range between 30° and
90° [2]. The same group also reported on larger angle elastic
nonresonant scattering measurements(between 32° and
148°) for both Xe3−6+ and Ar8+ ions [4]. A crossedE andB
field trochoidal analyzer was used by Guoet al. to investi-
gate the backscattering of electron impact excitation of
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Ar7+s3s→3pd [15]. A similar technique was used by Green-
wood et al. [3] to extend the angular range all the way from
120° to 170° for 3.3 eV electron scattering of Ar+ ions, thus
including a good part of the very sensitive large-angle scat-
tering region[16]. Finally, Srigenganet al. in 1996[17] stud-
ied elastic electron scattering from Na+ ions over the angular
rangeu=25° –95°. To our knowledge, there have been no
new results reported since then. Furthermore,no resonances
have ever been traced out in any type of merged or crossed
beam electron-ionscatteringexperiments. A recent review of
the field has been given by Williams[1].

Quasifree electron-ion differential scattering measure-
ments overcome the low luminosity problem by exploiting
the ,108 times higher luminosity of collisions between
lightly bound target electrons and energetic HCI produced
from an accelerator. The luminosity increase primarily re-
sults from the much higher densities possible with neutral
gas targets. The lightly bound(quasifree) target electrons,
under the right conditions, scatter from the ion as if they are
free. Over the past 20 years, investigations covering a large
variety of projectile ions in energetic collisions with mostly
H2 and/or He targets showed that the excitation of projectile
ions contains substantial contributions from direct projectile-
electron-target-electronse-ed interactions over and above the
usual projectile-electron-target-nucleusse-nd interactions.
The collisional energy dependence of the measured projectile
excitation cross sections exhibited characteristics usually as-
sociated with electron impact phenomena[18–21]. Thus,
strong resonance phenomena observed in resonance transfer
excitation(RTE) measurements[22,23] could be associated
with RE, radiative electron capture(REC) corresponded to
radiative recombination(RR) [24–27] and electron impact
threshold, target recoil and electron exchange effects, usual
signatures of electron impact excitation and ionization, were
clearly identified in the excitation[28–30] and ionization
[31–37] of projectile ions in ion-atom collisions, respec-
tively.

In particular, when the projectile velocityVp is much
larger than the velocityv of the bound scattering electron,
i.e., whenn;Vp/v@1, the so-called impulse approximation
(IA ) [6,21,36,38–40] is valid, describing the quasifree
electron-ion interaction as the interaction of afree electron
with a momentumpz distribution given by its Compton pro-
file Jspzd. More recently, it has become evident that pro-
cesses describing electrons emitted from ion-atom collisions,
such as, for example, the binary encounter electrons(BEe)
[40,41] and RTEA [23] electrons(Auger electrons ejected
from doubly excited ionic states produced by RTE), where
the contributions from target-nucleus interactions can be
minimized, basically correspond to the processes of nonreso-
nant elastic(for BEe) and resonant(for RTEA) electron-ion
scattering. A unified treatment of both resonant and non-
resonant electron-ion scattering in ion-atom collisions thus
seemed appropriate and became known as the electron scat-
tering model(ESM) [6,41,42]. The ESM incorporates the IA
in the first half of the scattering process and includes both
resonant and nonresonant scattering in one coherent ap-
proach[6].

Before the ESM, the BEe and RTEA processes were al-
ways treated separately. These processes have been exten-

sively studied in the literature and numerous articles can be
found both for BEe(see, for example,[40,43–49]) and
RTEA (see, for example,[23,38,50–56]). The realization that
both RTEA and BEe could be treated within the ESM on the
same footing as quasifree elastic resonant(for RTEA) and
nonresonant(for BEe) electron scattering from HCI led to
the use of the powerful electron scatteringR-matrix tech-
nique to describe both processes. An evolution in nomencla-
ture reflecting this deeper understanding[41,42,49,57–60]
has followed, and thus the term RES, which includes not
only the resonant part but also interferences between the
resonant and nonresonant part, is used here instead of the
older RTEA, while the intermediate resonant state population
mechanism will be referred to as RE. RTEA singly differen-
tial cross sections(SDCS) measured prior to 1996 have al-
ways been found to be smaller than the existing theory, while
RTEX (RTE measurements of the emitted x-ray[22] rather
than Auger electrons) SDCS have always been in good
agreement with theory[23]. In RTEX (just like DR), it is
well known that the direct contribution due to RR is usually
negligible near resonance, as is the interference term. On the
other hand, in RTEA(just like electron scattering), the direct
and interference terms are quite sizable, and the interference
often is a reducing factor from a purely Lorentzian feature,
as is shown here. Thus, the older RTEA formulations of the
past based on simple Lorentzian considerations will gener-
ally work for RTEX but not for RTEA.

Quasifree electron-ion scattering investigations have been
refined over the past decade[21,41,49,57,61,62], substan-
tially reducing undesirablenucleus-ion contributions(e.g.,
e-n interactions) by choosing favorable collision conditions
and low-Z targets[21,46]. Good agreement with more recent
R-matrix calculations have caught the attention of the
electron-ion scattering community[1,10] and include mea-
surements of resonant and nonresonant elastic[49,58] and
inelastic[42,57] electron scattering from H-like ions, as well
as superelastic scattering from metastable He-like ions
[59,60]. Recent reviews of quasifree electron scattering can
be found in Refs.[21,41,57,62,63].

The unified BEe-RTEA treatment first proposed by Bhalla
[6], as also early ESM-R-matrix investigations[64], were
focused primarily on the 2p2 1D state, thesingle strong RE
line seen in the 2lnl8 Rydberg series of H-like ions[58].
Good agreement between theory and experiment was found.
This comparison, however, only tests calculations over the
very narrow energy range of a single line(e.g., the 2p2 1D).
Opening up the much richer resonance structure of the
1s2lnl8 Rydberg series[9] by scattering fromground-state
He-like ions allows for a much more extensive testing of
theory. However, such absolutedifferential scatteringmea-
surements haveneverbeen performed, primarily because He-
like ions usually include a large fraction of 1s2s 3S meta-
stable statesf 3S [56,65], which is hard to measure directly.
Recently, we reported on a new technique for obtaining al-
most metastable-free B3+s1s2d beams[65,66]. Here, we uti-
lize this technique to measure the absolute doubly differen-
tial cross section(DDCS) of 180° elastic (resonant and
nonresonant) quasifree electron scattering fromground-state
He-like B3+s1s2d ions. State-of-the-artR-matrix calculations
utilized within the ESM are compared to the data. Prelimi-
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nary results were presented at conferences[63] and more
recently published as a Rapid Communication[67]. A more
extensive coverage is also given here of both theoretical and
experimental details including results and analysis of colli-
sional energy dependence of RES DDCS. In Secs. III and IV,
a more detailed account of both experimental and theoretical
procedures is presented. In Secs. V and VI, the data are
presented, analyzed, and discussed, with a summary and con-
clusion following in Sec. VII.

III. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed in the J. R. Mac-
donald Laboratory(JRML) at Kansas State University utiliz-
ing the 7 MV EN tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. The B3+

ions were produced directly from the tandem accelerator af-
ter colliding the negatively charged incident B− beam with
the accelerator’s N2 gas stripper. In this way, less than,3%
of the metastable 1s2s 3S state was produced[69]. Such a
practically pure ground-state B3+s1s2d beam was essential for
the experiments, as the strong presence of metastable ions
would not only complicate the spectra both in line identifi-
cation and mechanisms involved[67], but also introduce un-
certainties in the absolute DDCS determination associated
with the necessary determination of the metastable fraction
[65,69,70]. The B4+ beams were obtained after post-stripping
the primary B3+ beams in thins5 mg/cm2d carbon foils prior
to their magnetic selection. The F8+ ion beams, used for
benchmark measurements, were produced by post-stripping
the F4+ primary beams. All ion beams were collimated down
to 1.5 mm2 by two pairs of slits, and finally collided with the
H2 target in a 5-cm-long gas-cell.

A single-stage biased paracentric[71–73] hemispherical
spectrograph, incorporating a hemispherical deflector ana-
lyzer (HDA), a 40 mm active diameter two-dimensional po-
sition sensitive detector(PSD) with resistive anode encoder
and a 4-element focusing lens was utilized to record the elec-
tron yields at zero degrees with respect to the ion-beam di-
rection,uL=0°. The operation and performance of the novel
biased paracentric spectrograph have been partially described
in the literature[74–76]. In short, as shown in Fig. 1, the
electrons emitted from the gas-cell atuL=0° within a solid
angle of 0.848° subtended by the 4-mm-diam entrance lens
aperture were focused into the analyzer, where they were
energy analyzed and detected at the PSD. The larges6-mm
-diamd size of the HDA entry assured a 100% electron trans-
mission over the deceleration range used. The double focus-
ing properties of the HDA combined with the use of the PSD
allowed for a very high detection efficiency, since the spec-
trum was recorded simultaneously over an energy window of
about,20% of the nominal pass energy. The measurements
were performed in high-resolution mode using a deceleration
factor F=4, corresponding to a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) energy resolution of,0.15% in the laboratory
frame (or ,0.30% in the projectile rest frame). In some
cases, the spectra were obtained after matching four or five
overlapping energy windows. An example is shown in Fig. 2,
where the zero-degree DDCS electron spectra for the
4.00 MeV B3+s1s2d+H2 collision system are plotted in the
laboratory frame.

All measurements were taken under single-collision con-
ditions using an H2 gas target at a pressure of 20 mTorr. The
gas-cell was differentially pumped, establishing a chamber
pressure of 3.5mTorr at a gas-cell pressure of 20 mTorr,
while the gas-cell’s differentially pumped region maintained

FIG. 1. (Color online) Sche-
matic of the zero-degree Auger
projectile electron spectroscopy
setup at the JRML. The ion beam
interacts with the gas target, con-
fined by the gas-cell, transverses
the spectrograph, and exits
through a hole at the back. The
ion beam current is recorded at the
Faraday Cup for normalization
purposes. The electrons emitted
from the target area are focused
and decelerated by the four-
element lens into the hemispheri-
cal deflector analyzer(HDA) en-
try. After a deflection through
180°, they are detected at the two-
dimensional position sensitive de-
tector (2D-PSD).
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a pressure of 30mTorr. However, this differential pumping
was inadequate and contributions from outside the gas-cell
accounted for up to 80% of the signal. Thus, a second back-
ground spectrum was also taken by flooding the beam line
with H2 (empty gas-cell) from an independent orifice to the
same chamber pressure as in the loaded gas-cell measure-
ment. This spectrum was then subtracted from the loaded
gas-cell spectrum, resulting in a background-free electron
spectrum. MKS Baratron capacitance manometers were used
with an electronic valve feedback system to maintain a con-
stant pressure throughout the measurements.

The ion beam was collected in a shielded Faraday cup
(FC) with electron suppression located after the exit aperture
of the spectrograph. The recorded beam current was used for
the data acquisition charge normalization. Typical beam cur-
rents were of the order of a few nA, while in some cases
(e.g., B4+) currents as low as 100 pA could be utilized, thus
demonstrating the much improved efficiency of the new
spectrograph[74,75] over the older two-stage tandem elec-
tron slit spectrometer[77]. Thus, traditionally low intensity
boron ion beams not previously practical could now be used
in our measurements. Some of the important experimental
parameters are listed in Table I.

IV. DDCS CALCULATIONS

A. Electron scattering model

The ESM is important, as it provides a simple and general
framework for linking electron scattering processes in the
two rather distinct fields of ion-atom and ion-electron colli-
sions[21]. As already mentioned, at the heart of the ESM is
the IA, which is known to be valid whenn@1. Thus, during
the collision time, the target electron may be considered to
be fixed. Viewing the collision process from the projectile
rest frame, the electron can be treated as a free particle ap-

proaching the projectile ion with a velocityVW =VW p+vW. Then,
the electron impact energy in the projectile frame« is written
as (in atomic units) [21]

« =
1

2
sVW p + vWd2 =

1

2
Vp

2 + pzVp +
1

2o
j

pj
2, s1d

wherepj is the momentum components in thej =x,y,z di-
rections. Brandt, in the first IA model applied to ion-atom
collisions [38], neglected thepj

2 terms. Itohet al. [78] ad-
vanced Brandt’s approximation by subtracting also the ion-
ization energy of the active target electronEI, as a further
correction. Leeet al. [40] improved the agreement between

FIG. 2. (Color online) Zero-degree laboratorysLd electron spec-
tra obtained in 4.00 MeV B3+s1s2d+H2 collisions. The data were
recorded after overlapping five different spectra segments of pro-
gressively larger tuning energiesW. A deceleration factor ofF=4
was used for all spectra.

TABLE I. Table of experimental parameters[68].

Value Description

R1 72.4 mm HDA inner radius

R2 130.8 mm HDA outer radius

R0 82.6 mm Center of HDA entry aperture

dPSD 40 mm Active diameter of PSD

dLE 4 mm Diameter of lens entry aperture

d0 6 mm Diameter of HDA entry aperture

Du 0.868° Full angular acceptance

tDTC 1–1.2 Measured dead time correction

NI s3−6d31012 Number of ions collected

Lc 51.75 mm Effective length of target gas-cell

n 6.4431014 molecules/cm3 density of H2 at 20 mTorr and 300 K

l 264 mm Mean target to lens distance

DV 1.8310−4 sr Full acceptance solid angle

T 0.81 Overall grid transmission

h ,0.20 Absolute efficiency of PSD
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the IA model and experiment by keeping theEI correction
along with thepz

2 term while ignoring thepx
2 and py

2 terms.
Following Lee’s approximation, Eq.(1) can be written as

« .
1

2
Vp

2 + pzVp +
1

2
pz

2 − EI . s2d

Thus, within the IA, the electron DDCS in the projectile rest
frame for the ion-atom collision can be related to the SDCS,
dss« ,ud /dV, for the free electron-ion collision as

Ud2ss«,ud
dVd«

U
quasifree

= Udss«,ud
dV

U
free

Jspzd
Vp + pz

, s3d

where

pz = Î2s« + EId − Vp, s4d

obtained by solving Eq.(2) for pz, and

Jspzd =E E dpxdpyucspWdu2 s5d

is the Compton profile which gives the probability to find a
specific target electron with az-momentum componentpz,
wherez is the direction of the projectile velocity.cspWd is the
impinging target electron wave function in momentum space.
Calculated Hartree-Fock Compton profiles are available in
the literature[79], while for H2 and He targets, analytic ex-
pressions have been derived from experimental data[80].

In a typical DDCS calculation, first the SDCS for the free
electron is calculated as a function of the electron energy«.
Thenpz is calculated for each« at the particular ion velocity

Vp and target species binding energy according to Eq.(4).
Finally, the Compton profileJspzd is evaluated atpz and the
DDCS for the quasifree electron is obtain as given by Eq.
(3). In this procedure, the free-electron SDCS need only be
calculated once at each« and can then be used for any ion
collision energy required. We have used this procedure to
evaluate DDCS in our ion-atom collisional energy depen-
dence study below with the free-electron SDCS evaluated by
the R-matrix method.

B. Theoretical electron-ion scattering cross sections

1. SDCS

All existing RTEA calculations to date have applied the
IA formulation presented in Eq.(3). The differences between
calculations have to do primarily with the formula used for
the free-electron SDCS, i.e.,ds /dVufree and its evaluation.
Here we use the SDCS formula given by Griffin and Pin-
dzola[5]. For scattering from an initial ionicLi =0 state to a
final ionic Lf =0 state, the initial and final angular momenta
for a given partial wave are equalsl i = l f ; ld. Then the angu-
lar differential cross-section expression[Eq. (4) in Ref. [5]]
can be considerably simplified, and is given in atomic units
per steradian(a.u./sr) by

dsi f

dV
=

dsi f
Coul

dV
+

dsi f
int

dV
+

dsi f
sr

dV
s6d

with

dsi f
Coul

dV
= di f

sq/kid2

4ki
2sin4su/2d

sRutherford termd, s7d

dsi f
int

dV
= − di f

sq/kid
4s2Si + 1dki

2 sin2su/2d
sinterference termd

3ImFe−isq/kidlnfsin2su/2dgo
S

s2S+ 1do
l=0

lmax

s2l + 1dPlscosude2ifslsq/kid−s0sq/kidgTSllsi → fdG , s8d

dsi f
sr

dV
=

1

8s2Si + 1dki
2o

S

s2S+ 1d o
l,l8=0

lmax

s2l + 1ds2l8 + 1d o
l=ul−l8u

l+l8

s2l + 1dS l l 8 l

0 0 0
D2

Plscosud

3 eifslsq/kid+slsq/kfd−sl8sq/kid−sl8sq/kfdgTSl8l8
* si → fdTSllsi → fd sshort-range termd, s9d

where

slsxd = argfGsl + 1 − ixdg s10d

is the Coulomb phase shift. Here,«= 1
2ki

2 and« f =
1
2kf

2 are the
initial and final energies of the electron, respectively, andl
and l8 are the orbital angular momenta of the electron. For
B4+, the sum over total spins is fromS=0 to S=1. For B3+,
the sum includes onlyS= 1

2, if either the initial target ionic

spinSi =0 or the final target ionic spinSf =0; for triplet-triplet
scattering, then the sum is fromS= 1

2 to S= 3
2. For u=180°,

Plscosud=s−1dl. The sums overl and l8 extend from 0 to
the maximum partial wave included,lmax. Tlil f

LSP is an element
of the transition matrix for a given total angular momentum
L, total spinS, and parityP connecting initial statei to final
statef [5]. For the particular case at hand,Li =Lf =0, it fol-
lows that l i = l f = l =L, with P=s−1dl so that we can use the
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shorthand notationT Sllsi → fd;Tll
lSs−1dl. Thus, all the effort

goes into the calculation of theT matrices, which are then
inserted into Eqs.(8) and(9) to evaluate the differential cross
sections. TheT matrices, in thisLi =Lf =0 case, are diagonal
in the quantum numberlsl8d and need to be evaluated on a
very dense energy grid so as to resolve sufficiently all reso-
nances. Various approaches have been used in evaluating the
transition matrices, such as close-coupling, distorted wave,
and/or R-matrix methods. Differences between the various
approaches have been observed in the evaluation of the
SDCS, particularly atu=180°, even though total cross sec-
tions give very similar results[5]. Here we use theR-matrix
approach described in Sec. IV B 3.

The first term, given by Eq.(7), is the Coulomb term
corresponding to the long-range, pure Coulombic potential
for an ion with charge stateq. Elastic scattering of quasifree
electrons from ions gives rise to the BEe peak already men-
tioned[47]. In particular, when the ion isbare, the other two
scattering terms are zero since there can be no short-range
(direct or resonant) amplitude, and therefore no interference
term either. In this case, the well-known Coulomb scattering
SDCS formula has been shown to be valid, demonstrating
unambiguously the validity of the ESM in collisions with
two-electron targets such as H2 and He[40]. Even in the case
of many-electron targets such as Ne, Ar, Xe, and Kr[81], as
well as complicated molecules[82], in which electrons from
different shells can contribute with different Compton pro-
files and binding energies, the ESM has also been shown to
be a good approximation. Earlier studies of the Coulomb or
BEe contributions in collisions withnonbareor clothedions
have also shown the validity of the ESM[83,84]. The non-
resonant part of the DDCS from the sum of all three terms
for 180° is known to increase with decreasingq [44], an
effect first explained in terms of classical scattering glory
effects [85] and consistent with the full quantalR-matrix
treatment provided by the above Eqs.(6)–(9).

The third term, given by Eq.(9), corresponds to the short-
range potential which includes all atomic structure contribu-
tions (resonances, correlation and exchange effects, polariza-
tion, etc.) as well as nonresonant contributions. Interferences
between these two contributions are also evident(see dotted
line in Fig. 3).

Finally, the second term, given by Eq.(8), is due to the
interference between the Coulomb and the short-range terms.
We note that the interferences present in the second and third
terms may add up destructively or constructively depending
on the phase.

The first two terms contribute only to elastic scattering
si = fd and are zero for either inelastic scattering[42,57,86] or
superelastic scattering[59,60] from ions. The third term con-
tributes to both elasticsi = fd and inelasticsi Þ fd scattering
and is the term amenable to investigation in electron-atom
scattering studies. Clearly, only electron scattering from ions
gives rise to the first two terms, thus providing an important
example of the application of the well-known two-amplitude
long-range-short-range scattering formalism taught in many
graduate text books(see, for example,[87]) in the realm of
atomic collisions.

The contributions from the three different terms of Eq.(6)
are shown in Fig. 3 for the case of 180° elastic electron
scattering from B3+s1s2d ions.

2. Total cross-section calculations

Total electron scattering cross sections cannot be directly
extracted by integrating Eq.(6) over solid angle dV
=dscosuddf, since the first two terms would give infinite
contributions. However, contributions from the third term are
finite and considerable simplifications arise, leading to the
expression

si f
sr =E dsi f

sr

dV
dV =

p

2s2Si + 1dki
2 o

l=0,S

lmax

s2S+ 1d

3s2l + 1duTSllsi → fdu2, s11d

where we have used the following identities:

E
0

p

Plscosudd cosu = 2dl0 s12d

and

S l l 8 0

0 0 0
D2

=
dll8

s2l + 1d
, s13d

The total cross section,si f
sr, is seen to have quite a differ-

ent energy dependence than the 180° differential cross sec-
tion, demonstrating the large anisotropy involved. This is
shown clearly in Fig. 4, wheres i f

sr/4p, dsi f /dV [the mono-
pole term only, i.e.,l =0 in Eq.(8) andl=0 in Eq.(9)], and
the full dsi f /dV [Eq. (6)] are compared. Since the differen-
tial cross-section expression involvescross termsbetween
lower and higher partial wave symmetriesl , l8 [see Eq.(9)],
it was necessary to includemore partial waves than were
needed to converge the total cross sections i f

sr [which does
not involve cross terms—see Eq.(11)].

FIG. 3. (Color online) Blow-up of R-matrix calculations show-
ing the contribution of the three individual terms of Eq.(6) for 180°
elastic electron scattering from B3+s1s2d. Both interference and
short-range terms are seen to have substantial nonresonance
contributions.
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3. R-matrix calculations

The theoretical elastic electron scattering cross section,
dss« ,ud /dV, was obtained using anR-matrix method[88].
First, for the B3+ calculation, a basis set of physical orbitals
nl=h1s,2s,2p,3s,3p,3dj was determined from 1snl
configuration-averaged Hartree-Fock calculations[89]. Then
all the N-electron configurationsnln8l8 (n,n8=1,2,3 and
l , l8=0,1,2) were used to describe the 11 lowest states of
B3+: 1s2 1S, 1s2s 1,3S, 1s2p 1,3P, 1s3s 1,3S, 1s3p 1,3P, and
1s3d 1,3D. A basis of 40 additional orthogonal orbitals was
coupled to these 11 configuration-interaction target states to
represent the resonance or continuum wave functions of B2+.
To compensate for the necessary orthogonality and to include
extra correlation, all sN+1d-electron configurations
nln8l8n9l9 were also included here.[For the B4+ and F8+

calculations, hydrogenic orbitalsnl=h1s,2s,2p,3s,3p,3dj
were used to describe exactly the lowest six states of B4+ and
F8+, 40 additional orbitals were coupled to these to describe
the resonance or continuum wave functions of B3+ and F7+,
and all sN+1d-electron configurationsnln8l8 were also in-
cluded.]

With this atomic structure, theR-matrix suit of codes was
utilized to compute scattering transition matricesTi→fs«d. A
short description of ourR-matrix (based on the Belfast suit
of inner-region codes[90] and the University College Lon-
don suit of outer-region codes[91]) ESM approach has al-
ready been given for calculations of RES from the B3+s1s2d
ground state[67]. In our calculations, partial waves up to
lmax=9 were required to converge the expressions in Eq.(6)
and an energy grid of 10 000 points was used for«i.

The Auger transition energies and total widthsG were
accurately determined by a Lorentzian fit of the form
G / fs«−«Rd2+sG /2d2g to the trace of Smith’s time delay ma-

trix [92] Q= iSdS†/d«, whereS is the scattering matrix and
«R the excitation energy. The calculations do not include the
radiation damping channel[93], as it is negligible forZ=5
compared to the Auger decay term. Fanoq parameters were
not fitted since they are only physically meaningful for total
cross sections. The total widths of the resonances could not
be extracted from the measured cross sections due to the
much larger spectrometer resolutions,0.5 eVd.

4. Convolution with analyzer energy resolution

All R-matrix SDCS calculations were multiplied by the
H2 Compton profile and convoluted with the spectrograph’s
response function, given by a Gaussian with a FWHM of
0.000 6253W seVd enabling a direct comparison to the data
after using Eq.(3). The effect of different resolutions on the
DDCS spectra is shown in Fig. 5. Clearly, the narrow
minima will only be observable with comparable resolution.

C. Comparison with earlier work

The calculation of RTEA cross sections within the im-
pulse approximation has undergone a few successive refine-
ments as the field has matured. The first RTEA measurement
assumed an isotropic angular distribution for the emission of
the electrons[50]. It was later realized that the resonances
produced by RTE with angular momentumL are strongly
aligned and, therefore, the correct angular distribution must
be ,uYL,ML=0su ,0du2 [23,53,94], which was soon verified ex-
perimentally[54]. Finally, it was clear from the Fano profile
of the resonances that interference between the direct elastic
and the resonant scattering amplitudes had to be introduced.
Such a treatment was presented by Bhalla[6,55], who gave a
cross-section expression that involved the coherent sum of
the direct(nonresonant) and resonant amplitudes. However,
for simplicity, he used only the Coulomb amplitude for the
direct term, neglecting the short-range direct amplitude. For
the resonant amplitude, he used the usual Lorentzian-like
expression involving the Auger widths and resonant energies,

FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison between differentR-matrix
cross-section calculations for 180° electron scattering from
B3+s1s2d. Continuous line: full calculation ofdsi f /dV [see Eq.(6)].
Dashed-dot line:dsi f /dV but only for the monopole contribution,
i.e., just the partial wave withl =0 in Eq. (8) and justl=0 in Eq.
(9). The monopole part is seen to contribute a substantial part(but
not all) of the cross section. The extra amount is due to the aniso-
tropic, higher-order multipole contributions. Dashed line: short-
range total cross section,s i f

sr/4p [see Eq.(11)].

FIG. 5. (Color online) Effect of finite-energy resolution on the
interference structures in 4.0 MeV B3+s1s2d+H2 for the region
around the 1s2p2 1D state. Continuous line: Actual experimental
resolution used in this work. Discontinuous lines: Other resolutions.
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which were obtained from Hartree-Fock(HF) calculations
[6]. The contributions from the direct Coulombic, resonant,
and interference terms are shown in Fig. 6 for the case of
180° electron scattering from B4+s1sd using the HF rates
given in Table II. In Fig. 7, comparison with our B4+ data
andR-matrix calculations is shown which includes the con-
volution with the response function of the analyzer(see also
Sec. IV B 4). The total SDCS in Fig. 6 is incomplete, of

course, since the short-range, nonresonant amplitude(and its
interference with the other amplitudes) has been neglected.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the fullR-matrix calculation
shows a significant contribution from the short-range, non-
resonant amplitude, not only as an increase in the overall
background cross section, but also in the additional interfer-
ence effect. Bhalla recognized the shortcomings of this for-
mulation and a bit later[64] adopted theR-matrix formula-

FIG. 6. (Color online) Calculated SDCS for 180° electron scattering from B4+ using the formulation of Ref.[6] with Z=q=4 and the
Hartree-Fock Auger rates and widths given in Table II. Dashed-dot line: Rutherford term[Eq. (7)]; dotted line: resonance term; short dashed
line: interference term[includes contributions from bothCI andA terms in Eq.(5) of Ref. [6]]; and continuous line: sum of all three terms.
The resonance and interference terms are seen to have negligible nonresonant contributions as opposed to the fullR-matrix calculations
based on Eq.(6).

TABLE II. Auger transition energies«RseVd and Auger ratesAas1013 s−1d of the F7+s2l2l8d, B3+s2l2l8d,
and B2+s1s2l2l8d intermediate states. The initial and final states are the F8+s1sd, B4+s1sd, and B3+s1s2d ground
states, respectively. Auger rates were obtained from the total widthsG assuming"Aa<G since the radiative
ratesAr !Aa for these transitions.G was extracted from theR-matrix results(see text).

State

«R Aa Ar

R matrix HF Expt. R matrix HF HF

B3+s2s2 1Sd 186.14 186.22 29.61 29.88 0.033

B3+s2s2p 3Pd 187.44 187.52 1.49 2.02 0.197

B3+s2p2 1Dd 193.26 193.53 193.26a 24.63 28.60 0.120

B3+s2s2p 1Pd 193.89 194.20 13.41 15.91 0.065

B3+s2p 1Sd 200.77 200.90 1.37 1.10 0.086

C4+s2p2 1Dd 273.3b 29.5b 0.148b

N5+s2p2 1Dd 366.9b 30.5b 0.267b

O6+s2p2 1Dd 474.2b 31.2b 0.456b

F7+s2p2 1Dd 594.38 595.0b 594.38a 30.36 31.8b 0.749b

F7+s2s2p 1Pd 595.63 9.01

B2+s1s2s2 2Sd 154.68 154.7±0.3 9.91

B2+f1ss2s2p 1Pd2Pg 161.10 161.2±0.4 0.85

B2+f1ss2s2p 3Pd2Pg 163.95 164.1±0.3 4.79

B2+s1s2p2 2Dd 166.19 166.19a 6.85 8.60

B2+s1s2p2 2Sd 171.39 1.34

aUsed for experimental energy calibration.
bHartree-Fock(HF) calculations from Ref.[116].
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tion based on the differential scattering code of Ref.[95].
From the above discussion, it is clear that only differential

cross-section measurements based on the full scattering treat-
ment [5] can be expected to provide a complete account of
the interference structures. This information is partially lost
when measuring total cross sections, as in a typical dielec-
tronic recombination measurement in storage rings[8]. How-
ever, most of the interference structures, especially around
the higherKLn resonances, are probably too sharp to be
amenable to direct observation by electron spectroscopy. The
interferences among theKLL resonances, though, as demon-
strated by Fig. 5, are clearly within experimental limits. The
present(rest frame) resolution of,0.5 eV was obtained with
a deceleration factor ofF=4. A higher deceleration factor of
F=8 was found to make only marginally small improve-
ments to the HDA energy resolution, while cutting the size of
the energy window by a factor of 2. For this reason, reported
DDCS were taken only withF=4. Improved spectrometer
performance in the future should enable higher-resolution
measurements. Other inherent parameters that can limit the
energy resolution include energy straggling of the ion beam
[96] when post-stripper foils are used and kinematic line-
broadening effects[46,97]. All the reported DDCS for B3+

beams were taken without the use of a post-stripper and
therefore straggling was not an issue, except for B4+ beams
where this effect was important, as it was for B3+ in the
example shown in Fig. 14. Without post-stripping, the ulti-
mate limit is imposed by the kinematic broadening, even at
the preferential 0° observation angle utilized here

[46,97–99]. For our present setup, this broadening is found
to be smaller than 30 meV in the projectile rest frame when
using a 4.0 MeV boron beam and is therefore also not a
problem. For higherZ ions, though, which require a higher
projectile energy for resonance conditions, both broadening
effects could increase, eventually becoming a serious consid-
eration. At nonzero observation anglessuL*1°d, the kine-
matic broadening is huge(about 100 times larger than at
uL=0°) [46], making high-resolution measurements practi-
cally impossible.

V. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Energy calibration of spectra

The electron spectra were energy calibrated with the use
of a typical oscilloscope tube electron-gun, which was biased
at a known set of negative voltages, measured with an accu-
rate multimeter(51

2 digit model Keithly 197), and the posi-
tions (ADC channel numbers) of the peaks were recorded.
The electron gun was placed at the same location as the
gas-cell in order to have the same focusing conditions. The
relation between the laboratory electron energy«L and the
corresponding channel numberi has proven to be a smooth
quadratic function of the form«Li

=a+bi+ci2, where the pa-
rametersa, b, andc depend on the tuning energyW and the
deceleration factorF [73]. The ion beam energies were ac-
curately determined by aligning the 2p2 1D or 1s2p2 2D lines
with the R-matrix calculations.

B. Determination of the absolute DDCS

The experimental DDCS for electron production in ion-
atom collisions, for most of the detection systems using ana-
lyzers, is obtained from the well-known formula[100]

sDDCSid ;
d2si

dVL d«Li

=
Nei

tDTC

NI Lc n DV D«Li
T hi

, s14d

whereNei
is the number of electron counts in theith channel.

Typical values of the experimental setup parameters are
given in Table I. A typical spectrum took between 20 and
60 min collection time.D«Li

is the energy step of the spec-
trum per channeli sD«Li

=b+2cid. The overall transmission
of the spectrograph, neglecting the two grids, was assumed
to be 1, as it is governed by the analyzer entry aperture at the
interface between analyzer and lens. The aperture’s relatively
large dimensionsd0=6 mmd compared to the dimension of
the focusing image at the entrance of the analyzer(
diameterø3 mm according to
SIMION electron optics[101,102] simulations) established a
transmission of 100% over the entire energy acceptance win-
dow and was found to be independent ofF (up toF=8) [73].

The PSD efficiencyhi depends mainly on the electron
detection energy for the same PSD operating voltages. In our
setup, the detection energy was fixed at the value of 1000 eV
by appropriately floating the detector, thus resulting in a con-
stant average efficiency value independent ofW. The average
efficiency value was determined by normalizing the
21.32 MeV F8++H2 nonresonant(BEe) spectrum to the

FIG. 7. (Color online) (Bottom) Comparison of the calculation
shown in Fig. 6 and ourR-matrix calculation for 180° electron
scattering from B4+. (Top) The DDCS spectrum is compared to the
two calculations which were converted to DDCS using the electron
scattering model formulation and after further convolution with the
spectrometer resolution. The overall discrepancy between the two
theoretical results is evident(see discussion in text).
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ESM-R-matrix calculations, as it is known to be valid at
these collision velocities[58]. An average efficiency ofh
<0.20 was established in this way. We note that this proce-
dure greatly reduces the overall absolute error in the DDCS
since the possible individual absolute errors associated with
the parametersLc, n, DV, andT in Eq. (14) are all absorbed
in the determination ofh, thus reducing the otherwise overall
error by almost a factor of 2. Thus, the overall absolute
DDCS error can be expected to be around 10–15%[47],
which explains the very nice agreement seen between theory
and experiment throughout the spectrum. The absolute
DDCSs obtained were finally transformed to the projectile
rest frame according to the kinematic transformations[84]

« = fÎ«L − Îtg2, s15d

d2s s«d
dV d«

=Î «

«L

d2s s«Ld
dVL d«L

, s16d

valid for observation atuL=0°, which correspond to a scat-
tering angle ofu=180° in the projectile rest frame. The index
L serves to identify quantities in the laboratory frame andt
= 1

2Vp
2 is the kinetic energy of an electron moving with the

ion beam velocityVp.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Consistency tests

In order to eliminate possible systematic uncertainties due
to the spectrograph performance, the strong 2p2 1D RE line
formed in collisions of 21.32 MeV F8++H2 was measured
first. The excellent agreement between previousR-matrix

calculations and experimental results for the cases of C, N,
O, and F[58] favored the 2p2 1D line as a benchmark for
instrumental tests. The obtained DDCS spectrum and corre-
spondingR-matrix results are shown in Fig. 8 in the projec-
tile rest frame.

PresentR-matrix calculations are seen to be in excellent
agreement with the measurement(the broad nonresonant part
was used for the efficiency determination). A direct compari-
son between the DDCS data of Ref.[58] was not possible
due to the different energy resolutions. We therefore inte-
grated the areas under the 2p2 1D peak to extract SDCS from
which RE collision strengthsVRE [23,55] were computed
from Hartree-Fock calculated rates given in Table II. In Fig.
9 we compare the extractedVRE from our F8+ and B4+ on H2
measurements reported here to theVRE values extracted
from the older data(taken with a two-stage slit spectrometer)
reported in Ref.[58]. As can be seen from the figure, all
values lie well within the statistical uncertainties, thus estab-
lishing the reliability of our spectrograph.

B. B4+
„1s…+H2: He-like resonances

Collisions with B4+s1sd ions were employed in the mea-
surements as the simplicity of this system(ground-state hy-
drogenic ion) allows for a clear test of the ESM-R-matrix
calculation. In Fig. 10, the data and calculations are shown
for the 3.91 MeV B4++H2 collision system. The He-like
2lnl8 doubly excited states populated by RE and relaxing via
Auger decay back to the B4+s1sd ground state are seen to be

FIG. 8. (Color online) Projectile rest frame absolute electron
DDCS for the 21.32 MeV F8++H2 collisions system, near the
2p2 1D resonance. PresentR-matrix calculations, shown by the
solid line, are seen to be in excellent agreement with the
measurement.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Resonance excitation collision strengths
VRE plotted as a function of atomic numberZ for the 2p2 1D reso-
nance taken in collisions of H-like ions with H2 targets. Open
squares: present measurements; solid squares: values extracted from
the older data of Tothet al. [58] taken with a two-stage slit spec-
trometer; line: Hartree-Fock calculation. Good agreement is seen
for the common point of fluorine atZ=9.
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superimposed on the broad nonresonant continuum(BEe
peak). The manifolds forn=2,3,4,5 arewell resolved. Even
though the instrumental energy resolution was not adequate
for resolving the Auger lines within each manifold for the
2lnl8 snù3d states, an excellent overall agreement is estab-
lished between the ESM-R-matrix calculations and the ex-
periment. Interference effects primarily between the resonant
and nonresonant parts are also evident in the case of the
strong 2p2 1D line. The line’s asymmetry, widely known as
the Fano profile [103], is very well reproduced by the
R-matrix calculations.

The excellent agreement between the ESM-R-matrix cal-
culations and the measurements indicates that the IA still
seems to be valid even for velocity ratios as low asn=3.53,
thus lowering the previous limit of 4.44 which corresponded
to the 6.75 MeV C5++H2 collision system[58]. It would be
of interest to push this limit to even lower values ofn by
performing similar DDCS measurements with Be and Li ion
beams. Eventually, for values ofn,1, the IA has been ob-
served to break down, as already reported for electron DDCS
measurements of 300 keV He++H2 [94] and He++He [78]
collisions. For these collision systems, SDCS HF calcula-
tions of RTEA cross sections were found to be about six
times larger than experiment[23] for reasons not yet clearly
understood[104,105]. It would be of interest also to compare
these results withR-matrix calculations at the DDCS level.

C. B3+
„1s2

…+H2: Li-like resonances

The production of He-like ion beams from tandem Van de
Graaff accelerators usually results in a non-negligible long-
lived 1s2s 3S metastable component, along with the main
1s2 1Sground-state part of the beam. The metastable compo-
nent may complicate the Auger spectra by opening a number
of excitation or capture channels not available for ground-
state scattering. Moreover, the identification of the spectral
lines may become problematic, if not impossible, when ac-
cidental overlapping manifolds from different decay chan-
nels occur[86]. Most important, the measurement of any
absolute cross section with He-like ion beams requires the
accurate determination of the metastable beam fraction. In
the literature, RES measurements were reported for F7+ col-
lisions with H2 and He targets[56]. Theoretical predictions
of theKLL SDCS showed discrepancies of,20% with these
measurements, a value well within the,30% accuracy of
the metastable fraction determined from older x-ray mea-
surements[106,107].

In the case of boron, however, we have recently shown
[69] that the production of B3+ ions after gas stripping inside
the tandem accelerator at beam energies lower than 2 MeV
results in significantly lower 1s2s 3S metastable fractions
compared to foil post-stripping at higher collision energies
lower than 2 MeV. A method for determining this fraction
partly based on theoretical cross sections for capture was
also presented[69]. A similar method, but relying only on
purely experimental procedures, was also developed[65].
Both techniques were found to give nearly identical results
[108]. We used the second technique to determine the meta-
stable fractionin situ to be f 3S=3±1%,which is indeed very
small. Thus, in our reported DDCS measurements, the elec-
tron scattering data do not suffer from significant spectral
complications and relative uncertainties arising from the
metastable fraction determination.

In Fig. 11, the data and ESM-R-matrix calculations for the
4.00 MeV B3++H2 collision system are shown. The ob-
served 4P state is primarily formed by 2p capture to the
1s2s 3S state and is therefore not included in theR-matrix
calculations. It cannot be populated by RE from the ground
state, due to spin conservation considerations[56]. Electron
capture to the 2p metastable core can also give rise to con-
tributions to the 1s2s2p 2P lines. Other inelastic contribu-
tions are also observed at Auger energies of 187.5 and
193.5 eV. These were identified as the 2s2p 3P and 2s2p 1P
hollow ionic states, respectively, produced by 1s→2p exci-
tation of the metastable core. All these contributions from the
metastable core were investigated in more detail in the en-
ergy dependence study below.

1. Collisional energy dependence of DDCS

The agreement between the ESM-R-matrix calculations
and the data in Fig. 11 is quite remarkable. Some substantial
Fano interference structures are predicted by the calculations
at 155 and 166 eV, but are only barely observable with the
existing energy resolution. Contributions due to the small
amount of metastable core have also been noted. To test the
validity of the ESM at other collision velocitiesVp, and also

FIG. 10. (Color online) (Top) Data: Projectile frame DDCS
electron spectra for 3.91 MeV B4++H2 collisions. Solid line: ESM-
R-matrix calculations[Eq. (3) and bottom] are seen to be in excel-
lent agreement with the measurement.(Bottom) SDCS R-matrix
calculations for 180° elastic electron scattering from B4+s1sd ions,
plotted as a functions of the incident electron energy. The
B3+s2lnl8d resonances are seen superimposed on top of the broad
nonresonant continuum.
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to explore how background contributions from the meta-
stable core change, we performed an energy dependence
study. The observed resonances are expected to drop off rap-
idly as the Compton profile is moved across the resonances
(see also Fig. 16 below). Electron capture should also gradu-
ally drop off with increasing projectile energy, while quasi-
free electron impact 1s→2p excitation of the metastable
core should exhibit a threshold and eventually also fall off
gradually with increasing collision energy. These features are
well demonstrated in our 3.08–7.48 MeVsn=3.10–4.83d
study of the energy dependence of the DDCS. BothKLL and
KLn sn.2d spectra were recorded for a set of six ion pro-
jectile energies covering the resonant excitation region. Each
spectrum was recorded at a certain tuning energyW (no seg-
ment overlapping was necessary). The results are shown in
Figs. 12 and 13 for theKLL andKLn cases, respectively. The
nonresonant part(BEe contributions) was subtracted both
from the theory and from the data to facilitate a more de-
tailed graphical inspection of the resonances.

For the KLL case(see Fig. 12), theory reproduces the
1s2p2 2D resonance very nicely except at the lowest collision
energy of 3.08 MeV, possibly signifying a departure from
the IA at n=3.10. The heights of the two2P lines are also
seen to always be larger than theory for all collision energies.
We note that the 1ss2s2p 1Pd2P line may be highly affected
by the presence of the neighboring 1s2p2 2D line, which
shows a strong interference in the energy region between 163
and 170 eV. A detailed inspection of theR-matrix results
shows that the interference terms between the Coulombic
and short-range scattering amplitudes[the second term in Eq.
(6)] for these lines are of opposite signs, negative for the2P

and positive for the2D state, respectively(see Fig. 3). This
would make this two-line combination particularly sensitive
to interference. OurR-matrix results were found to be fairly
insensitive to further inclusion of configuration interaction
and pseudo-orbitals(optimized on the actual 1s2l2l8 con-
figuration) and therefore we rule out an unconverged theo-
retical description of the scattering processes as the cause for
this discrepancy. The enhanced2P lines couldnot be due to
RE contributions from the small B3+s1s2s 3Sd contaminant,
since these energy levels lie above the B2+s1s2l2l8d levels
[56]. Another process which could also contribute to transfer
and excitation, and therefore would have the same signature
as RE, is nonresonant transfer and excitation(NTE)
[105,109–112]. This process involves the excitation of a pro-
jectile electron due to the Coulomb influence of the target
nucleus, with the simultaneous(but independent) capture of
a target electron to some excited projectile state under the
Coulomb influence of the projectile nucleus. OurR-matrix
calculations refer only to electron scattering and therefore do
not include any of the above background processes. How-
ever, NTE contributions are significantly reduced for low-Z
targets such as H2 [56] and are therefore expected to be
small. Finally, it is improbable that these discrepancies, for
example at 4.00 MeV, can be attributed to the breakdown of
the IA, since we have already seen(in Fig. 10) that for the
B4++H2 system at the same collision energy(samen), excel-
lent agreement between theory and experiment is demon-
strated.

2. Background processes involving the1s2s 3S metastable core

Electron capture to the metastable core can give rise to the
1s2s2p 4P and 1s2s2p 2P states. In fact, a ratio of 8:1:3 be-

FIG. 11. (Color online) Same as in Fig. 10,
but for 4.00 MeV B3++H2 collisions. Now the
B2+s1s2lnl8d resonances produced by resonant
electron scattering are seen to be superimposed
on top of the broad nonresonant continuum(bot-
tom). The presence of the 1s2s2p 4P and
2s2p 3,1P lines in the data is due to capture and
excitation processes with the small contaminant
s&3%d of 1s2s 3S metastable ions not included
in the R-matrix calculations.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Energy dependence study of theKLL resonances produced in collisions of B3+ ions with H2 gas targets. ESM–
R-matrix calculations(solid lines) for e−+B3+s1s2d scattering are seen to reproduce very well the 1s2p2 2D resonance. The nonresonant
contributions have been subtracted. The discrepancies observed around the2P resonances arise from 2p electron capture to the small amount
of 1s2s 3S component of the beam(see text).
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Same as in Fig. 12 but for theKLn sn.2d spectral region. The agreement between the ESM–R-matrix
calculations and the measurements is extremely good except at the lowest collision energy of 3.08,MeV. Unaccounted peaks are due to
inelastic contributions primarily formed by 1s→2p excitation of the 1s2s 3S metastable component of the beam, as, for example, those
present at electron energies of 187.5s2s2p 3Pd and 193.5s2s2p 1Pd eV.
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tween the capture probabilities to the respective
1sf2s2ps3Pdgs4Pd, 1sf2s2ps3Pdgs2Pd, and 1sf2s2ps1Pdgs2Pd
states can be mathematically deduced, as shown in the Ap-
pendix. First, the capture of a 2p electron to the 1s2ss3Sd
core, once averaged over the magnetic quantum numbers of
each, results through Clebsch-Gordon analysis in a 4/6 prob-
ability for populating the 1s2ss3Sd2ps4Pd state and a 2/6
probability for populating the 1s2ss3Sd2ps2Pd state. How-
ever, this latter state is not pure; the nearly pure states are the
1sf2s2ps3Pdgs2Pd and 1sf2s2ps1Pdgs2Pd states, since only
the n=2 electrons correlate appreciably. A recoupling analy-
sis shows that this captured 1s2ss3Sd2ps2Pd state is made up
of 1/4 of the 1sf2s2ps3Pdgs2Pd “pure” state and 3/4 of the
1sf2s2ps1Pdgs2Pd “pure” state, hence the breakdown of the
captured state into 8/12, 1/12, and 3/12 of the respective
final states, in energy order.

To check the validity of the above prediction, we com-
pared the DDCS for collisions with two He-likeB3+ beams
having a very different metastable content. The results are
shown in Fig. 14. In the first case, the low metastable frac-
tion sf 3S&3%d resulted in negligible4P contributions, while
in the second casesf 3S=25%d, the4P contribution was large.
Details on the metastable fraction production and determina-
tion can be found in Ref.[65]. In both cases we note the
excellent agreement for the 1s2p2 2D state, which can be
produced only from the ground state. The enhancement of
the 4P state is always accompanied with an enhancement of
both 2P peaks. Integrating the areas under the2P peaks in
both the measured andR-matrix-ESM DDCS and then sub-
tracting the theory from the experiment should give just the
extra contributions due to capture. Indeed, the ratio between
the 1ss2s2p 3Pd2P and 1ss2s2p 1Pd2P states was found to be
2.9±0.4 after such a procedure. This result is in excellent
agreement with the 3:1 ratio predicted by the model for the
capture of a 2p electron to the 1s2s 3S state already de-
scribed. The 1s2s2p 4P state was excluded from such an
analysis due to complications arising from its long decay
path having to do with its metastable nature[113]. An accu-
rate cross-section determination of this line would require
the modeling of the solid angle contributions throughout the
ion path from the gas-cell to the entrance of the analyzer
[33,46], including the difficult calculation of the focusing
effects of the spectrograph lens. These effects are obvious in
the much broader energy width of the4P line arising from
different contributions along the ion’s trajectory; the lens set-
tings are optimized for focusing electrons emitted from
within the gas-cell volume, while the larger acceptance
angles at the shorter distances will introduce much larger
kinematic broadenings.

In Fig. 13, theKLn sn.2d spectra are shown for different
collision energies. The agreement between the calculations
and the data is remarkable, although, it is difficult to proceed
to a more detailed analysis due to the numerous states that
contribute to the formation of the resonances as seen in Fig.
11 (bottom) and which cannot be resolved.

The 2s2p 3P and the 2s2p 1P hollow states present in the
spectra at energies 187.5 eV and 193.5 eV, respectively, are
primarily formed by electron-nucleussenEd [21,114] or
electron-electronseeEd [21,28] 1s→2p excitation of the

B3+s1s2s 3Sd metastable core. The enhancement of these
peaks for collision energies above 5 MeV is due to the cross-
ing of the energy threshold for the 1s2s 3S→2s2p 3,1P eeE
mechanism(5.02 and 5.15 MeV for3P and1P, respectively)
[21]. Note that the 1s2s 3S→2s2p 1P excitation is succeeded
via spin exchange between the target and the projectile elec-
trons, respectively. For collision energies below the
5.15 MeV threshold foreeE, the process of transfer loss is
also possible, similar to the case of 1s2s2p 4P production in
collisions of Li-like projectiles[28,115].

In Table II, the calculated and measured Auger energy
transitions «R, and calculated Auger ratesAa, of the
F7+s2l2l8d, B3+s2l2l8d and B2+s1s2l2l8d intermediate states
are given. Data for the 2p2 1D state from Refs.[58,116] are
also included for the sake of completeness.

3. Determination of IA-BEe enhancement factors

A very useful application of the IA is the determination of
the absolute electron detection efficienciesh. These can be

FIG. 14. (Color online) Experimental data(open circles) and
ESM–R-matrix calculations(solid lines) for 4 MeV B3++H2 colli-
sions in theKLL spectral region.[Top] Metastable fractionf3S

=25%. [Bottom] f3S,3%. The enhancement of the4P and2P lines
in the case off3S=25% is due to the capture of a 2p electron to the
1s2s 3S ion core. For both spectra the electron analyzer was used
with the same identical parameters. In the top spectrum, however,
the lines are seen to be slightly broadened due to energy straggling
of the boron ions in the carbon post-stripper foil utilized to produce
a high metastable content. No post-stripping was used in the bottom
spectrum. A spectrometer resolution of 0.59 eV and 0.35 eV was
used, for the top and bottom spectrum, respectively.
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safely determined by normalizing the data to the nonresonant
part of the elastic scattering(BEe peak) [40,46,56,81]. Tra-
ditionally, in BEe calculations, the DDCS is obtained
through the Coulomb scattering formula for a bare ion[uti-
lized within the IA, i.e., Eq.(3)], multiplied by an overall
enhancement factorR to account for any ionic structure
[84]. Given the simplicity of the calculation and the accuracy
of the result, enhancement factors become important infor-
mation for absolute efficiency determination. In Fig. 15, an
example of anR-matrix and IA-BEe calculations corrected
for the enhancement factor is given. The agreement in the
nonresonant DDCS is more than adequate for efficiency de-
termination purposes. In Table III, we give the enhancement
factors for the cases of F8+, B4+, and B3+ as determined by
comparing the ESM–R-matrix and bare ion Coulomb calcu-
lations. The enhancement factors are in general dependent on
the ion-beam energy. However, in the small interval of ener-

gies of our measurements, no significant change was ob-
served.

4. Effect of the Compton profile

We finally emphasize an important aspect of the technique
of quasifree electron scattering. The effectivebroad energy
distribution of the quasifree electron “beam”(about 100 eV
in FWHM for an H2 target) is actuallyadvantageous[42,67].
Particularly in measuring DDCS, the whole series of RE
states can be brought into resonancesimultaneouslyat a col-
lision energy of,4 MeV [see Eq.(3)] [albeit with some
minor reduction in intensity, as dictated by the Compton pro-
file Jspzd], thus avoiding the need for time-consuming energy
scanning. In storage ring electron-ion merged-beam mea-
surements, high resolution is used in defining the initial
electron-beam energy. In our experiments, high resolution is
used in measuring the final scattered electrons. In both cases,
selectivity is provided either in the entrance or in the exit
channel. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 16. Increasing the
ion-beam energy results in the “sliding” of the Compton pro-
file across the RE states in the energy-level diagram[42].

FIG. 15. (Color online) Scaling of Coulomb DDCS: The IA-
BEe calculations for bare boronsB5+d computed from the Coulomb
formula [Eq. (7)] (short dashed line) are multiplied by the enhance-
ment factorR=1.50 (dashed line) to match theR-matrix results
(solid line) over the nonresonant part of the DDCS spectrum.

TABLE III. IA-BEe overall enhancement factor R
;d2ssqd /d2ssZd showing the enhancement of the DDCS for an ion
with charge stateq over that of a bare ion.

Ion R
F8+s1sd 1.17

B4+s1sd 1.25

B3+s1s2d 1.50

FIG. 16. (Color online) Boron energy level diagram: RES from
B4+s1sd leads to B3+s2l2l8d doubly excited states and from B3+s1s2d
leads to B2+s1s2lnl8d doubly excited states. The quasifree electron
“beam” spectral profiles in 3.91 MeV B3+ and 4.00 MeV B4+

(shaded areas) have a mean electron “beam” energy[see Eq.(2)
with pz=0] of k«l=179.5 and 184 eV, respectively, above each of
the initial states with a broad FWHM of more than 100 eV, seen to
overlap many resonances. The corresponding Auger electron ener-
gies for transitions to the ground state are given on the right-hand
scale.
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Thus, the RES line intensities will vary as a function of the
beam energy as seen in the experimental data and calcula-
tions of Figs. 12 and 13 due to the changing relative prob-
ability of finding an incident electron at the resonant energy.
Furthermore, asJspzd is just an overall scaling factor within
the ESM[Eq. (3)], no deconvolution of its influence on the
DDCS is needed, as in the case of excitation or ionization
measurements[21].

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this investigation, we have presented the most exten-
sive tests of elastic differential electron-ion scattering, to
date, by measuring absolute DDCS for quasifree electron
backscattering from ground-state He-like and H-like boron
ions over the energy range of 150–260 eV covering all
1s2lnl8 and 2l2l8 resonances up to the series limit. A high-
efficiency, zero-degree Auger projectile spectrograph, com-
bined with a novel technique to obtain practically pure
ground-state He-like boron ions, allowed for accurate DDCS
measurements. A detailed presentation of the free-electron
SDCS and a comparison with earlier models clearly showed
some of the problems associated with the older formulations
primarily affecting the angular distribution of the electrons
which can be substantially modified from interference effects
and the inclusion of more than one partial wave.R-matrix
calculations for elastic, resonant, and nonresonant 180° dif-
ferential cross sections for scattering of electrons from boron
ions were found to be in excellent overall agreement when
combined with the electron scattering model and the impulse
approximation representing a milestone in the testing of the
ESM. The ESM is important, as it provides a simple and
general framework for linking electron scattering processes
in the two rather distinct fields of ion-atom and ion-electron
collisions [21]. These results add to the mounting evidence
[10,41] that quasifree electron scattering, combined with
high-resolution Auger projectile spectroscopy techniques,
can be used to obtain unique, large-angle scattering DDCS of
electrons from HCI. Since such measurements cannot be
readily performed by conventional crossed or merged
electron-ion differential scattering experiments, they pres-
ently provide the only viable technique for testingdifferen-
tial electron-ion scattering calculations, particularly in the
sensitive large-angle scattering regime. In the future, after
improving the differential pumping of our gas target, we plan
to use Li+ and Li2+ beams to extend our investigations to
even lower values ofn and also introduce many-electron
targets in both the ground state[117] and in highly excited
Rydberg states for which the validity of the ESM is not yet
clear.
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APPENDIX: PROBABILITY OF 2 p CAPTURE
TO THE 1s2s2p CONFIGURATION

In this appendix, we show how the capture of a 2p elec-
tron to a 1s2ss3Sd ion results in an 8:1:3 ratio of probabilities
to the 1sf2s2ps3Pdgs4Pd, 1sf2s2ps3Pdgs2Pd, and
1sf2s2ps1Pdgs2Pd states, respectively. We first have a 1s
electron, with spin and magnetic quantum numberss1= 1

2 and
m1, coupled to a 2s electron, with spin and magnetic quan-
tum numberss2= 1

2 andm2, to yield a coupled 1s2ss3Sd state
with quantum numberss12=1 andm12, denoted as the ket
vector

us12,m12l = o
m1+m2=m12

Cm1 m2 m12

s1 s2 s12 us1,m1lus2,m2l. sA1d

The averaged, uncoupled, captured state 1s2ss3Sd2p can be
denoted as

uf1s2ss3Sdg2ps2s+1Pdl =
1

Îs2s12 + 1ds2s3 + 1d

3 o
m12,m3

us12,m12lus3,m3l

=
1

Îs2s12 + 1ds2s3 + 1d

3 o
m12,m3

o
s

Cm12 m3 m
s12 s3 s us,ml

=
1

Îs2s12 + 1ds2s3 + 1d

3o
s

o
m=−s

m=s

o
m12+m3=m

Cm12 m3 m
s12 s3 s us,ml,

sA2d

with s3= 1
2 ands=2,4. Theprobability of ending up in a state

with final spins is therefore given as

Pssd =
1

s2s12 + 1ds2s3 + 1d o
m=−s

m=s

o
m12+m3=m

sCm12 m3 m
s12 s3 s d2

=
1

s2s12 + 1ds2s3 + 1d o
m=−s

m=s

1

=
2s+ 1

6

= H 4/6 for the f1s2ss3Sdg2ps4Pd state

2/6 for the f1s2ss1Sdg2ps2Pd state,
sA3d

i.e., it breaks down according to spin statistics. The orthogo-
nal property of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients is used in
the first step.

The captured doublet statef1s2ss1Sdg2ps2Pd is not pure,
but can be recoupled from ahfss1,s2ds12g ,s3js coupling
scheme to ahs1,fss2,s3ds23gjs one, wheres23=1 for the
1sf2s2ps3Pdgs2Pd state ands23=0 for the 1sf2s2ps1Pdgs2Pd
state. These latter states are essentially pure due to the domi-
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nance of the correlation between then=2 electrons. The ini-
tially capturedf1s2ss1Sdg2ps2Pd state can thus be written as

uhfss1,s2ds12g,s3jsl = o
s23

s− 1ds1+s2+s3+sÎs2s12 + 1ds2s23 + 1d

3Hs1 s2 s12

s3 s s23
Juhs1,fss2,s3ds23gjsl,

sA4d

and the probability of populating the state with spins23 is
thus

Pss23d = s2s12 + 1ds2s23 + 1dHs1 s2 s12

s3 s s23
J2

= 3s2s23 + 1dH1/2 1/2 1

1/2 1/2 s23
J2

= H 1/4 for the 1sf2s2ps3Pdgs2Pd state

3/4 for the 1sf2s2ps1Pdgs2Pd state,
sA5d

which doesnot follow from spin statistics. This gives a final
breakdown of 8:1:3 between the energy-ordered states.
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